PHYLLODES TUMOR OF THE BREAST: A CLINICOPATHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS FROM A SINGLE INSTITUTION
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ABSTRACT
The aim of our study is to examine the clinical and pathological features of patients with breast phyllodes tumors and to determine features that are correlated with outcome. Forty-four phyllodes tumors were assessed. There were 11 benign, 11 borderline and 22 malignant tumors. Ten of 44 patients (22.72%) relapsed at any site. Seven patients (15.9%) had a local recurrence (LR), and three patients experienced a local and metastatic relapse. The 5-year and 10-year survival rates are 97% and 95% respectively. The five years and ten years disease free survival (DFS) are 81% and 77% respectively. Grade, histological size, margin involvement impacted disease free survival. Adjuvant radiation therapy improved local control in high-grade tumors although it did not reach significance.
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Introduction
Phyllodes tumors are rare fibroepithelial neoplasms of the breast known for their high potential to locally recur after surgical treatment. The role of adjuvant therapies remains uncertain in the lack of large studies. Our aim is to evaluate different therapeutic options as well as prognostic factors for local recurrence and survival.

Patients and Methods
This is a population-based registry that encompasses patient’s data from the north and the center areas of Morocco. Between January 2006 and December 2010, 44 patients were newly diagnosed with breast phyllodes tumors.

For each patient, we retrospectively collected information about age at diagnosis, sex symptoms, surgery type, histological features, adjuvant therapies, recurrence, and finely clinical outcomes (overall survival (OS), DFS, local control (LC)). Histopathological reports included: size of the macroscopic tumor, stromal cellularity, nuclear stromal atypia, stromal mitoses, margin (circumscribed or infiltrative), margin involvement, the presence of necrosis and the epithelial histology. Grading was established according to the World Health Organization classification [1] into benign (circumscribed margins, low cellularity, mild stromal cell atypia and a mitotic count of ≤ 2/10 hpfs), malignant (infiltrative margins, stromal overgrowth and a mitotic count ≥ 5 per 10 hpfs) and borderline if the tumor does not satisfy criteria of benign and malignant tumors. Close margins are defined as less than 10 mm microscopically involved margins. H&E slides were reviewed to confirm the diagnosis for the doubtful cases.

All Patients were examined at 3-month intervals for the first two years after treatment, then at 6-month intervals for the next three years, then once a year afterward.
Phyllodes tumors (PTs) are rare neoplasms of the breast representing less than 1% of all primary breast tumors and 2% to 3% of fibroepithelial neoplasms of the breast and are characterized by a stromal proliferation [2,3].

Typically, phyllodes tumor presents as a painless palpable mass in the breast that often enlarge rapidly may reach a very large size and can completely replace the breast tissue [4] in our series, tumor size at presentation ranged from 1 to 30 cm with a median size of 10.25 cm. Mammography and ultrasound are enabled to distinguish phyllodes tumors from adenofibroma. Therefore, in the presence of a rapidly enlarged clinical fibroade

Hyphylodes tumors and metastases and are characterized as a biphasic pattern of stromal and epithelial components that are both indispensable to confirm the diagnosis. Breast primary tumors with pure sarcomatoid differentiation and lack of epithelial element must be considered as soft tissue sarcomas [6]. The differential diagnosis also arises with adenofibroma, key distinguishing with Pt is stroma hypocellularity with few mitotic and little evidence of pleomorphism in fibroadenomas. Stroma may differentiate into other mesenchymal elements that are in order of frequency: the fibrosarcoma, liposarcoma, chondrosarcoma, osteosarcoma and muscle sarcomas. Histological diagnosis, as well as grading, requires wide macroscopic sampling especially due to the high heterogeneity of the tumors. That is why biopsy samples and more over cytology often fail to set diagnosis [7].

Stromal elements determine malignancy and predict the overall behavior of the tumor. PT are classified in benign, borderline and malignant based on histological tumor characteristics that include margins, cellularity, atypia, stromal overgrowth tumor necrosis and mitotic index. The primary aim of any grading system is to predict the risk of tumor local and metastatic recurrence. However, the existing classifications fail accurately to
predict the clinical outcome of Phyllodes tumors [8]. Surgery remains the mainstay of treatment of PT, and the role of adjuvant therapies is still controversial [9]. Wide surgical resection with tumor-free margins (of 1 cm or greater) offers high rates of local control and disease-free survival [10]. Total mastectomy (without axillary dissection) is reserved for extended lesions or multi recurrent tumors despite adequate margins [11-12]. Most authors recommend mastectomy for recurrence of borderline and malignant tumors and another wide excision for the recurrence of benign breast phyllodes tumors. As axillary metastases account for less than 0.5%, surgical axillary staging or axillary lymph nodes, dissection is not recommended unless there are pathologic nodes at clinical examination [13].

The potential role of adjuvant radiotherapy is a matter of debate. Evidence from retrospective series and the prospective study by Barth et al. shows that radiotherapy reduces the risk of local relapse in malignant tumors but do not impact distant failure rate or survival [14-19]. However, in the lack of the major prospective trials no definite conclusion can be drawn. In our series, radiotherapy was delivered in ten patients (28%) and only one of them relapsed. Adjuvant radiation therapy is discussed according to tumor size, surgical margins status, and mitotic index. When RT indicated is delivered at a dose of 50 Gy to the chest wall with a boost of 10 to 15 Gy in the case of pathologic margins. The authors agree not to irradiate the axillary areas [9,10].

Adjuvant chemotherapy failed to improve the clinical outcome of PT, and its indication is even more questionable [20]. Therefore, none of our patients received adjuvant chemotherapy. In metastatic PT, authors [4] reported that the use doxorubicin and ifosfamide have resulted in some benefit in patients with visceral metastases. However, few large studies are supporting efficacious chemotherapy regimens. 40% of breast phyllodes tumors express progesterone receptors but do not express estrogen receptors [21]. Hormonal dependence of breast phyllodes tumors remains controversial, and it has not observed any response to hormonal treatments [22]. Thus none of our patients has benefited from hormonal therapy.

In the current study prognosis of PT is excellent. The 5 and ten years OS are 97% and 95% respectively, (97% and 96% in the large series of Belkacem et al.). Local control is more problematic as PT are known for their unpredictable risk of recurrence. It is believed that the potential for local recurrence is tightly related to histology. Several attempts to correlate tumor recurrence with pathologic criterions have resulted in mixed outcomes and none of the pathological factors have been proven to be risk factors for recurrence or survival.

Of the different factors studied, much focus has been placed on tumor size, grade, and surgical margins status. Reinfuss and al reported that local recurrence rates in their series was 4.3%, 15.8% and 11.9% in patients with benign, borderline and malignant PT respectively [13] and concluded that grade was the only prognostic factor related to recurrence. Contrastingly, Bennett and al. found no significant differences in the recurrence rates according to grade but reported that malignant tumors tended to recur earlier [23]. On the other hand, pathologic margins and large tumors were the ones likely to recur locally. In our series grade size and status of surgical margins impact local control.

In addition to these factors, studies have reported mitotic index, cellular atypia [24], cellular pleomorphism [25], tumor necrosis, pseudoangiomatous stromal hyperplasia or stromal overgrowth [26, 27] to be prognostic factors for local failure. Recent immunohistochemical features have been reported, such as p53 expression and the MIB-1 index, may be useful for predicting the outcome of phyllode tumors [28]. Surgery well manages local recurrences in benign and borderline tumors (breast-conserving surgery or mastectomy) [29]. Also, during recurrence of low-grade tumors, the largest series reported an incidence of sarcomatous progression of (3%) (2.27% in our series) and a distant failure rate <0.5% (no event in our series) [24, 30, 31]. Based on these facts, involved surgical margins in low-grade tumors may not predict a bad outcome, and one could safely indicate no adjuvant treatment or immediate further surgery.

Contrastingly, local relapse in malignant tumors is associated with higher incidence of distant failure (6.4% in the literature 4.54% in our series) chest involvement (three of our patients), and Phyllodes related death (2 deaths in our series) [32]. All our patients with distant metastases had a local failure. Metastases
are mostly reported in malignant and borderline tumors. When PT recur at distant sites, it is usually within the first five years. The majority of the authors agreed that high mitotic index, stromal overgrowth, and tumor size at presentation may indicate an increased risk of developing metastases [5, 11, 30].

Conclusion

In summary, this is a substantial single institution experience of a rare tumor. Our data confirmed the good prognosis of PT. Wide excision surgery provides good local control. Grade, histological size, and margin involvement impacted disease free survival. For borderline and malignant tumors, RT should be discussed according to pathologic characteristics as local recurrence in high-grade tumors is difficult to manage and has a bad outcome.
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